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Disarm and Defund the Green Globalists NOW

Napoleon’s Grand Army was defeated in the Battle of the Nations in 1813. The Emperor abdicated and was banished to Elba. But his army was not disarmed and destroyed by the victors – they rested.

Just 2 years later, Napoleon escaped and quickly re-mobilised his army. Only Wellington blocked his path to Brussels, at Waterloo.

After a fierce day of battle, a weary line of redcoats still held the ridge at Waterloo. But Napoleon’s Old Guard had been held in reserve for this decisive moment. Advancing like a spear, three columns wide, “The Invincibles” aimed to pierce the middle of the thin red line.

But a miracle occurred. Withering fire on both sides of the spear from the thin red line sapped their strength - Napoleon’s Old Guard broke and ran.

This was the critical point of that battle (and for the Climate War now). It is at the moment of defeat, with the enemy disorganised and demoralised, that the greatest gains can be made. Too often, however, the weary victors waste this opportunity to pursue and destroy the enemy.

Wellington’s exhausted army was incapable of pursuit, but a miracle occurred – General Blucher arrived at sundown with fresh Prussian troops. The avenging German lancers pursued, captured, disarmed and slaughtered the fleeing French all the way back to Paris. They captured Napoleon. Never again did the Grand Army threaten Europe.

In the global Climate Wars, Trump and Brexit have given us a victory of Waterloo dimensions. But this will be only a temporary setback for the Green Globalists unless they are now ruthlessly disarmed and de-funded. If we rest and relax, we will soon be ground under their green sandals again.

We must immediately deny them funds, tax shelters, manpower and legal support.

Not a cent more for climate conferences – send just one representative whose only power is to “vote no to everything”.

Rescind or ignore past climate “agreements”, de-fund all UN/IPCC activities, divert all climate research funding to weather-proofing infrastructure, remove all green energy subsidies and mandates, subtract all “climate aid” from foreign aid budgets, replace
green propaganda with hard science in education agendas and halve government funding of the ABC, BBC and all other GreenBC’s.

Starved of public funding and with constant fire at their flanks with bullets of truth, the “invincible” green army will soon falter and run.

Chase them back to Paris. Give them no rest until their infamous Grab for Global Power called the Paris Climate Treaty is rejected, never to rise again.

If you would like to comment on this article, pls go here:
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2017/01/now_is_the_greens_waterloo.html

Or here:

Further Reading:
2016’s biggest loser: Big Green:

James Delingpole: “Unleash Hell”
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The Delusional War on Warmth

For decades now, global warming scaremongers have been stealing energy from the environment using windmills, solar collectors and biofuels, force-fed by carbon taxes and emission trading schemes. Their delusional dream is to cool the globe.

However, there has been no global warming for nearly 20 years. Right now, the great ice sheets are growing thicker and record snow is blanketing much of the climate change leader – the Northern hemisphere landmass. Solar panels are blinded by snow, and turbines don’t turn in the cold still air or have to be shut down because of icing or high winds. Like all green things, wind and solar power often hibernate in winter.

Meanwhile, the un-loved all-weather energy producers (coal, gas and nuclear) are straining at their limits, as families huddle around heaters fearing the first flickers of failure from overloaded power grids.

No food is produced from land smothered in snow – farmers fear late frosts and welcome early spring rains and warmth.
For the last million years, Earth has experienced long cycles of ice separated by short warm inter-glacials. Today’s warm era is already a mature twelve thousand years old and Earth’s climate is fluctuating naturally towards the next glacial cycle in which many animals and plants will perish. Only fools would assist the return of the ice.

Warmists are making a massive mistake by assuming that global cooling is better than global warming. They are ignoring their precious “Precautionary Principle”.

A frigid ice-house is far more dangerous and destructive than a warm greenhouse.
Further Reading:

Wind and solar will fail in Germany:
http://energypost.eu/end-energiewende/

Snow a thing of the past?:
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/01/17/2795254/

Seven feet of Snow in Greece:
https://www.iceagenow.info/jumping-7-feet-snow-video/
https://www.iceagenow.info/
https://www.iceagenow.info/snow-greek-italian-beaches-video/

20 people dead in Europe Freeze:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTbFYJLFIDk

Antarctic Ice Sheet gaining mass:
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/nasa-study-mass-gains-of-antarctic-ice-sheet-greater-than-losses

Many Glaciers are Advancing:
https://www.iceagenow.com/Medvezhiy_Glacier_Advancing_10_feet_per_day.htm

Arctic Sea Ice is Stable:
https://realclimatescience.com/2017/01/arctic-sea-ice-the-same-thickness-as-1940/

Greenland gaining ice:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3432061/Map-shows-Greenland-s-ice-sheet-THICKER-centre-9-000-years-ago-melting-edges-raise-sea-levels.html

Sea levels are hardly moving:
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/10/australian-sea-levels-have-been-falling-for-7000-years/

Cold kills more people than heat:
http://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lancet/PJIS0140-6736(14)62114-0.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/19/well/beware-winter-is-coming.html?_r=0
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Big Mining Rejects Carbon Sense

Many on the alarmist side of the climate debate seem to struggle to find rational arguments or evidence to support their cause so they usually resort to character assassination or defamation. A common attack on me is:

“Viv Forbes is just a coal industry stooge.”

This was put to the test recently at the year’s biggest Mining Industry Function – the Queensland Resources Council Annual Forum and Lunch. The delegates on stage at the forum included very senior managers from BHP Billiton, Shell, Anglo-American, Peabody and Glencore. The audience was invited to ask questions.

I asked why companies who employed many competent geologists, physicists and chemists never questioned the science behind the global warming scare.
NOT ONE INDUSTRY FIGURE ANSWERED THE QUESTION and the compere quickly moved on.

This is how the Courier Mail reported it:
http://carbon-sense.com/2017/01/21/big-mining-rejects-carbon-sense/

The Trumpet Blows a Tangled Tune?

Donald Trump is our great hope to lead a return to Carbon Sense. But he will now be under great pressure to maintain the war on carbon. And some messages we hear from the new administration are concerning:

- “Man has an influence. I don’t believe it is a hoax, but we should be prudent”.
- The Trump administration is committed to “clean coal technology”.

We do not want Al Gore lite in Washington. Maintain the pressure.

Strike now while the green army is still rioting, weeping and wailing.
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Disclosure:
Viv Forbes has studied science, economics, politics and climatology. He is currently a should-be-retired grass farmer with no other external income. He has studied geological and climate history; and as a farmer watches the pastures die in the dry cold winters as the livestock and wildlife wait for the warmer weather and spring storms. He holds shares in an Australian company exporting coking coal to steel makers in Asia.
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